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introduction
Starting February 1st, 2022, Salesforce will require MFA (multi-factor authentication) for all user
logins. This is to enhance the security of your organization and protect the sensitive data that it
contains. The purpose of this document is to explain what MFA is, in addition to the
authentication factors that Salesforce will accept beginning February 1st, 2022. We’ll also detail
how this change will impact you and your users, especially with regards to shared logins, and the
steps you can take to prepare. Finally, we’ll close with some tips from our expert consultants and
links to additional Salesforce resources around MFA.

What is MFA?

MFA = Multi Factor Authentication
●

●
●

When a user must provide two or more pieces of
evidence (or factors) to prove they are who
they say they are
Username/password is the most
common first factor
Other examples of additional factors are…
o Security questions
o OTPs (One Time Passwords) | TOTP
(Time-based One Time Password)
▪ Can be sent to you in a text
message or email
▪ Or these can be generated on a smartphone using apps like Google
Authenticator, Salesforce Authenticator, and some password managers
▪ Click here to learn more about OTPs.
o Access badges, USB devices, smart cards, fobs or security keys
o Software tokens and certificates installed on the host machine
o Location based
▪ Some applications will look at your IP address and/or geo location. If you
are signing in from a recognized IP address or location then
username/password along with your location might be enough.
However, if you are logging in for the first time from a new location, it
may trigger the system to ask for an additional factor.

What is 2FA?

2FA = Two Factor Authentication
●
●

2FA is just MFA with exactly two factors
You could also have 3FA, 4FA, etc; typically, these are
collectively referred to as MFA.

How do we categorize authentication factors?

Generally speaking, any factor of authentication falls into one of three categories
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●
●
●

Knowledge (something you know)
o Ex: password, PIN, security questions
Possession (something you have)
o Ex: access badge, USB device, smart cards or fobs or security keys
Inherence (something you are)
o Ex: biometric fingerprint or facial recognition

OTP/TOTPs could be considered knowledge and possession. You know the OTP and you possess
the smartphone, email, or phone number it was generated on or sent to.

Why is MFA important?

It adds a layer of security to your data.
Relying on your username and password only is like putting all your eggs in one basket. Strong
passwords are difficult to remember and many individuals may use short/easy to guess
passwords instead, reuse the same password across multiple applications, or both!
Enabling MFA on an account still requires the use of a strong password. However, if an attacker
were to obtain your username/password for an account that has MFA enabled, they still would
not be able to log in without being able to provide the second authentication factor.
No system or account is 100% secure. The goal is to make the effort required for an attacker
to gain access high enough to where it’s not worth their time. Adding MFA to your account is one
of the easiest things you can do to raise that bar dramatically.
●

It’s risk vs reward
o I do not have MFA on my Netflix account because if an attacker got my
information, the worst they can do is use my account to watch some shows for
free or tamper with my subscription settings. There is no denying that MFA can
seem mildly annoying at times and for Netflix, I choose convenience over
security.
o I do have MFA on my email account since if an attacker were to gain access to
this, the consequences would outweigh the minor inconveniences that MFA
causes. Think about how you reset your passwords for various accounts. It
usually involves them sending you an email with a link to reset your password. If
an attacker has access to my email address, they could essentially gain access to
any account I have that is linked to my email, which is basically all of them.

MFA is not new to Salesforce
← You have probably seen screens like this before in which Salesforce
makes you enter a verification code that is texted to you.
●
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●

2nd factor: SMS verification code - Something you have (your phone)
o Sometimes this verification code is sent to the user's registered email address
instead of their phone, but it functions in the same way.

This is MFA; however, this will no longer be an acceptable option after February 1st 2022.

Salesforce is now requiring MFA. How will that impact me?

MFA wasn’t always required, but now it is. SMS, emails, and phone calls will no longer be acceptable
authentication factors.
Beginning February 1, 2022
●
●

Salesforce will be requiring MFA. Right now, it’s not required.
Salesforce will also restrict the types of factors you can use. SMS, email, and phone
calls will not be allowed
o From Salesforce: "Not all MFA verification methods are created equal. For
the MFA requirement, we don’t allow email, SMS text messages, or phone calls
because email credentials can be compromised, and text messages and phone
calls can be intercepted. It's a lot harder for bad actors to get control of an
actual mobile device or physical security key than it is to infiltrate an email
account or hack a cell phone number.”

Verification methods for MFA that will be accepted by Salesforce starting Feb 1, 2022
●
●
●

Salesforce Authenticator mobile app
Time-based one-time passcode (TOTP) authenticator apps, like Google Authenticator,
Microsoft Authenticator, or Authy
Security keys that support U2F or WebAuthn , such as Yubico’s YubiKey or Google’s
Titan Security Key
o

Example from your user’s Settings → Advanced User Details

o

Security Keys need to be enabled on the Org before these are allowed. That’s why
the screenshot below doesn’t show the option to connect

You will need to use at least one of the verification methods described above!
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●

You can enable more than one of these options. Enabling multiple MFA options
does not mean you need to supply both when logging in. It means you can provide
either one of them.
o Example: You could enable the One-Time Password Authenticator & Salesforce
Authenticator for your org. Then, when you log in, choose which MFA option you
want to use.

More on the updated verification methods:
Salesforce Authenticator mobile app
●

●

For this option, all you need to do is install the Salesforce Authenticator app on your
phone. Next, in your browser where you’re logged into your Salesforce org, click
[Connect] by App Registration: Salesforce Authenticator. Follow the instructions on the
screen.
Now when you login into Salesforce, your phone will give you a notification asking you
to approve or deny the login. Click approve and you’re done!

Time-based one-time passcode (TOTP)

●
●

TOTP Key: The secret key that authenticator apps use to generate a TOTP token
TOTP Token: A short lived code that is generated from the TOTP key. It’s this token that
you enter into the login form when prompted for your MFA code
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●

●

●
●

The idea behind TOTP hinges on a secret key that is shared between Salesforce and the
authenticator app on your phone. You can add this key to your phone by scanning a QR
code or by entering the key manually.
A big difference between these TOTP tokens and the codes you might get from
Salesforce in a text message or email is how long they are valid for. The codes you get
in a text message or email are valid for hours or days. TOTP tokens change every 30
seconds.
There are many potential authenticator apps you can download into your phone.
Google Authenticator and Microsoft Authenticator are two common examples.
Setup by
1. Clicking [Connect] by App Registration: One-Time Password Authenticator
2. Either scan the QR code or click “I can’t scan the QR code” to enter the key
3. Finally, enter the code generated by the authenticator app and click
connect

Security keys
● The idea is the same as using Google Authenticator except it’s a physical device
generating the token instead of an app on your mobile phone.

What does this mean for shared logins?

Requiring MFA for all users will mean you can’t just share your username/password with someone
anymore. Salesforce will be requiring users to provide an MFA verification method in addition to
username and password each time a user logs in.
●

●

●

An option exists in which you could have the person you are sharing a login with
contact you when they are about to login so that you can relay the MFA code to them.
We do not recommend taking this course of action because Salesforce does not allow
shared login credentials. This would create challenges for your users because if you
have more than one person on a single account, only one of them can access your
Salesforce org after MFA is enabled. Your users would need to continuously ask each
other for MFA verification codes upon every login.
Potentially, you could also share the MFA mechanism, such as TOTP keys, with the
person along with the username and password. However, we advise against doing this
for the same reasons mentioned above, in addition to the requirement that each user
must register their own unique verification method to an account. In the same way that
it is not advisable to share a username and password with another individual, we also
strongly suggest keeping MFA mechanisms private to each of your users.
As a general best practice for protecting your org’s security, we recommend having
enough licenses so that each person can create their own individual accounts and
login information. This ensures that every person who needs access to your org can
independently login in a safe and secure way.
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Pro Tips
When logging into Salesforce when multiple MFA options are enabled(ex Salesforce
Authenticator & Google Authenticator) it’s not very intuitive on how to choose the method. You
need to click the little “Having Trouble?” And then “Use a Different Verification Method"

Additional Resources

MFA Quick Guide for Admins (Salesforce)
MFA FAQ (Salesforce)
You can also do the following: login to your Salesforce org → Search in the Quick Find Box:
Multi-Factor Authentication Assistant → and take a look at the information there!
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